The RNA-chaperone Hfq catalyses the annealing of bacterial small RNAs (sRNAs) with target mRNAs to regulate gene expression in response to environmental stimuli. Hfq acts on a diverse set of sRNA-mRNA pairs using a variety of different molecular mechanisms. Here, we present an unusual crystal structure showing two Hfq-RNA complexes interacting via their bound RNA molecules. The structure contains two Hfq 6 :A 18 RNA assemblies positioned face-to-face, with the RNA molecules turned towards each other and connected via interdigitating base stacking interactions at the center. Biochemical data further confirm the observed interaction, and indicate that RNA-mediated contacts occur between Hfq-RNA complexes with various (ARN) X motif containing RNA sequences in vitro, including the stress response regulator OxyS and its target, fhlA. A systematic computational survey also shows that phylogenetically conserved (ARN) X motifs are present in a subset of sRNAs, some of which share similar modular architectures. We hypothesise that Hfq can co-opt RNA-RNA base stacking, an unanticipated structural trick, to promote the interaction of (ARN) X motif containing sRNAs with target mRNAs on a "speed-dating" fashion, thereby supporting their regulatory function.
Results
Crystal structure of an Hfq-A 18 RNA complex shows base stacking between two Hfq-bound RNA molecules. Several crystal structures of Hfq have been described previously alone or in complex with various RNA substrates 22, 27, 32, 35, 46, 55, 56 . These data revealed how Hfq recognizes various RNA molecules and suggested mechanistic models for their annealing, however the structural basis of Hfq-mediated RNA-RNA interaction remains incompletely understood. Here, we present the crystal structure of an Hfq 6 -A 18 RNA complex at 2.5 Å resolution ( Fig. 1 and Table 1 ) that reveals an unanticipated quaternary structure. The crystals resulted from an experiment aimed at co-crystallizing Escherichia coli Hfq72 (containing amino acids 1-72) with A 30 RNA and poly(A)-polymerase 1, but they contain only Hfq72 and an 18 nucleotide long poly(A) RNA segment. Hfq72, that lacks most of the intrinsically disordered C-terminal tail 25, 57 , was used to facilitate crystallization. Recent data showed that deletion of the highly variable C-terminus 25, 58 has no effect on the affinity or annealing of A 18 -containing RNAs and indicate that its main function is to promote RNA turnover 49 . In the resulting crystal structure, the protein itself looks very similar to previously published structures 35, 55 and only small changes can be observed ( Figure S1a ). Consistent with previous reports 55, 59 , both the proximal and the distal sites of the Hfq72 hexamer are occupied with RNA ( Figure S1b,c) . The electron density at the proximal site is weak, probably indicating partial occupancy ( Figure S1c ). While this made the identification of the bases ambiguous, they were interpreted as uridines because they exhibit the shape of pyrimidine bases and Hfq is known to preferentially bind U-rich RNA at this site. Since no uridine containing RNA or nucleotides were added in the crystallization experiments, this density probably originated from the cellular lysate or from contamination in the synthetic RNA samples. At the distal face, we detect strong electron density for the A 18 RNA segment ( Figure S1b ), whereas the remaining 12 nts of the A 30 RNA substrate are not visible. The A 18 chain adopts a very similar binding geometry as previously reported, with most nucleotides in the C2′-endo configuration, the A-and R-site bases tightly bound to the surface of Hfq, and the N-site bases pointing away from the protein surface 35 . However, unlike in previous structures, the N-site bases are not freely exposed to the solvent, instead they form interdigitating base stacking interactions (ring-to-ring distances ~3.8 Å) with a neighbouring Hfq72 6 :A 18 complex resulting in a (Hfq72 6 :A 18 ) 2 dimer (Fig. 1 ). In this sandwich-shaped supramolecular assembly, two A 18 RNA molecules are enclosed between two hexameric Hfq72 protein rings and the stacking of the N-site bases provides the glue to hold the assembly together. With respect to other Hfq-poly(A) structures, the N-site adenines are tilted only slightly -approximately by 15 degrees -towards the surface of Hfq ( Figure S1a ), and their stacking do not induce significant conformational changes. In addition to the base stacking, the N 1 atom of each N-site adenine makes an electrostatic interaction with a phosphate group (distance to O 2P 2.7 Å) in the sugar-phosphate backbone of the A 18 chain of the partner Hfq72 6 :A 18 ring ( Fig. 1b ). Considering the low pH (4.2) of the crystallization solution, it is possible that the adenine base is protonated or tautomerized in the crystals, allowing a proper hydrogen bond to form between its N 1 and the phosphate oxygen of the partner RNA. These interactions stabilize the conformation of the stacked bases and the dimeric assembly. There are no direct protein-protein interactions between the Hfq72 hexamers and the dimer is held together solely by RNA-RNA stacking.
Data collection Refinement

Base stacking between Hfq-RNA complexes in solution.
To explore if the base stacking mediated dimerization observed in the crystal structure also occurs in solution, we analysed the oligomeric state of Hfq72-A 20 complexes by analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC). This revealed a shift in the sedimentation coefficient (s = 5.1S) compared to the RNA-free Hfq72 control (s = 3.1S), indicating that larger molecular assemblies have formed. Notably, the shift was significantly larger than expected for a simple monomeric Hfq72 6 :A 20 complex (s = 3.9S, calculated based on our crystal structure) ( Fig. 2a and Table S1 ) and its exact value was dependent on the concentration; it approached the values calculated for Hfq72 6 :A 20 monomers at low complex concentrations, but increased gradually with increasing concentration (data not shown). These results indicate that Hfq72 6 :A 20 20 , and ' AA0') sediment corresponding to their expected sedimentation coefficients, the Hfq72-' AA0' complex shows a peak consistent with a single Hfq72 6 :' AA0' ring, while the Hfq72-A 20 curve reveals a faster sedimenting, larger assembly. The apparent sedimentation coefficient of this peak is between the expected values of stable Hfq72 6 :A 20 monomers and dimers, implying a dynamic equilibrium between the two assemblies. The additional small peak corresponds to excess Hfq72. (b,c) Electrophoretic mobility shift assays showing two distinct complexes (arrows) on native PAGE gels. 20 nM radioactively (5′-32 P) labelled ssRNA was incubated with increasing amounts of Hfq102 R16A,R17A (2 nM-200 nM). A higher-order complex is observed in the Hfq102 R16A,R17A -A 20 and Hfq102 R16A,R17A -' AAG' (b) samples, whereas greatly reduced in the Hfq102 R16A,R17A -' AA0' (b), Hfq102 R16A,R17A -' AAC' and Hfq102 R16A,R17A -' AAU' samples (c).
complexes can form dimeric assemblies. The reduced s-value probably indicates a dynamic equilibrium with the monomeric species. Such dynamic oligomerization equilibrium would result in average sedimentation coefficients that are between the predicted s-values of monomers and dimers and increase with the abundance of the larger assemblies as concentration increases 60 . While AUC can provide information about the relative size of the Hfq-RNA complex, it does not reveal their intermolecular arrangement. Thus, to determine if the observed higher order complexes are arranged face to face, held together by the flipped-out N-site bases of the RNA molecules as in the crystal structure, we tested how the removal of these bases affects oligomerization in AUC. We used a synthetic A 20 RNA derivative, which contained an intact sugar-phosphate backbone, but every third nucleotide (the N-site equivalent) was substituted with an abasic nucleotide (' AA0'). This ' AA0' RNA was able to bind to Hfq72 equally well as A 20 (Figures S2-3 ), consistent with previous observations that the N-site bases do not contribute to Hfq binding 35 . On the other hand, removal of the N-site bases abolished formation of supramolecular assemblies in AUC experiments: the Hfq72-' AA0' complex sedimented as a single specie with a sedimentation coefficient consistent with a monomeric Hfq72 6 :' AA0' assembly (measured s = 3.8 S to be compared with the expected s = 3.9 S), and no shift to larger assemblies could be observed ( Fig. 2a and Table S1 ).
Next, to further confirm Hfq 6 :RNA dimerization and its dependence on the N-site bases, we performed isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC, Figure S3 ) and fluorescence anisotropy (FA, Figure S4 ) experiments. These revealed a single binding event for the Hfq72-' AA0' RNA interaction, while showing two consecutive binding events with A 20 RNA. The binding affinities measured for the first event (K D1-ITC = 1.3 nM and K D1-FA = 0.4 nM) are consistent with previously reported Hfq-poly(A) binding constants, as well as with the single binding constant measured for the ' AA0' RNA (K D-ITC = 40 nM) 35 . In contrast, the second binding has lower affinity (K D2-ITC = K D2-FA = 2.2 µM) and is only observed with A 20 but not with ' AA0' . This implies that the first high-affinity association event corresponds to primary Hfq-RNA binding, while the second A 20 -specific moderate-affinity event may represent Hfq-A 20 dimerization. The moderate dimerization affinity observed with the Hfq72 6 :A 20 complex is also consistent with our size-exclusion data where the micro-molar affinity dimers cannot be observed ( Figure S2 ), and with our AUC data showing a sedimentation coefficient slightly smaller than expected for dimers (as described above) 60 .
We confirmed these results using electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA) with full length Hfq (Hfq102). To avoid protein aggregation in EMSA, we used the Hfq102 R16A,R17A mutant 30, 61, 62 . These experiments revealed two shifted bands with the A 20 RNA, one likely corresponding to monomeric Hfq102 R16A,R17A 6 :A 20 complexes and the second to a slower migrating larger species. Consistent with the AUC, ITC and FA data, the slower migrating ('super-shifted') band was greatly reduced in the Hfq102 R16A,R17A -' AA0' complexes ( Fig. 2b) .
Finally, to further explore the impact of the N-site bases on Hfq:RNA oligomerization, we performed EMSA experiments with A 20 variants, where every N-site base was replaced with G, C or U (' AAG' , ' AAC' and ' AAU' derivative). Since base stacking can occur with any base, we predicted that dimers can form with diverse RNA sequences, but their affinity might differ depending on the base stacking efficiencies of different bases 63 . Consistently, we observed significant amount of supershift with ' AAG' that contains strongly stacking purine bases at the N-sites, but detected smaller amount of larger assemblies with pyrimidine bases as in ' AAC' and ' AAU' (Fig. 2b,c) . Interestingly, the supershifted band was practically absent with C at the N-site, consistent with its lowest base stacking efficiency 63 . The observed selectivity might also be supported by electrostatic or hydrogen bonding interaction between the base and the phosphate group of the partner RNA as seen in our crystal structure: guanine can naturally form a strong hydrogen bond at the N 1 position, whereas pyrimidines might not suitably reach the partner phosphate backbone.
Together, these data indicate that RNA-mediated Hfq-RNA dimers form in solution and their assembly requires the flipped-out N-site bases. While the biophysical data cannot directly reveal the exact architecture of the detected supramolecular assemblies, the results are in perfect agreement with our crystal structure. Especially, the peculiar dependence of the interaction on the N-site bases is uniquely explained by the structural data, whereas absence of these bases would not be expected to affect other Hfq-RNA assemblies.
Base stacking brings together (ARN) X motifs from OxyS and fhlA. Our structural and biochemical data imply that Hfq can mediate RNA-RNA interactions via base stacking between A-rich RNA sequences. To test if this interaction can occur with physiological sRNAs and target mRNAs, we selected the prominent sRNA-mRNA pair, OxyS and fhlA. The fhlA mRNA encodes a transcriptional activator of formate metabolism 64 that is controlled by the central oxidative stress response regulator OxyS. Both OxyS and fhlA contain A-rich (ARN) X motifs that are essential for Hfq-binding and RNA pairing in vivo 42, 65 . Curiously, OxyS and fhlA share little sequence complementarity; two short (7-9nt long) complementary seed regions can be found at the tips of stable stem-loop structures in both RNAs that were proposed to interact via a "kissing complex" 66 , but the mechanism of OxyS-fhlA pairing remains incompletely understood.
We synthesized oligonucleotides containing the (ARN) X motifs from OxyS (positions 57-86) and fhlA (the complementary seed regions were excluded to circumvent interaction by base pairing; see Methods for details). To test the importance of the flipped-out N-site bases, we also created an OxyS variant, Oxy0 where the predicted N-site nucleotides were replaced with abasic linkages (as for ' AA0' above). Since the sequence of the OxyS (ARN) X motif is complex and its exact binding mode on Hfq is difficult to predict from the available crystal structures with short OxyS fragments 46 , we manually inspected ARN triplets in the sequence to identify the N-site bases. We focused on the previously annotated ARN region 42 , searched for two purine bases followed by a variable nucleotide and removed the base at this putative N position. The oligonucleotides were differentially labelled with fluorescent probes (Cy5, Cy3), complexed with full length Hfq (Hfq102) alone or in combinations, and their oligomeric states were analysed by AUC ( Fig. 3 and Table S1 ). As expected, Hfq102 alone sedimented as a single hexamer (s = 3.5S) and all RNA molecules revealed a monomeric state (s = 2.0-2.1S). When the (ARN) X segments of OxyS and fhlA were mixed without Hfq, they also sedimented as separate monomeric species (s = 2.1S) and did not pair. Remarkably, the Hfq102-fhlA and Hfq102-OxyS complexes also revealed simple monomeric Hfq102 6 :RNA complex species (s = 4.5S for both) and did not self-dimerize. This was surprising because Hfq72 6 :A 20 complexes readily dimerized by themselves in our previous experiments. In contrast, an additional faster sedimenting peak appeared for the ternary Hfq102-fhlA-OxyS complex (s = 5.9S), indicating the formation of larger molecular assemblies. Importantly, the Hfq102-fhlA-Oxy0 complex did not dimerize (s = 4.4S), again highlighting the importance of the N-site bases.
These results indicate that the Hfq-mediated interactions between the N-site bases of (ARN) X motifs seen in our crystal structure can also occur in OxyS and fhlA.
Conserved (ARN) X motifs are present in a number of sRNAs. The observation of an unanticipated
interaction between A-rich sequences in our crystal structure and in solution, prompted us to further explore (ARN) X motifs in Hfq-regulated sRNAs and mRNAs. An increasing body of evidence already recognizes the importance of these motifs for riboregulation in bacteria. For example, it was demonstrated that Hfq binding is specifically enriched at (ARN) X motifs in the 5′ UTR of mRNAs in vivo 34, 37 and these motifs are essential for their regulation 42, 65, 67, 68 . Several sRNAs were also shown to bind Hfq at (ARN) X motifs that contribute to their stability 21, [40] [41] [42] [43] . To explore (ARN) X motifs in sRNAs more broadly, we screened 67 experimentally confirmed sRNAs from E. coli 69 . Since existing annotations of (ARN) X containing regions were incomplete and the constraints defining an (ARN) X motif were not clear, we constructed an iterative bioinformatics pipeline that consists of explorative pattern searches with various pattern definitions, secondary structure inspection, and conservation analysis ( Figure S5 ). Based on this, our final pattern described the (ARN) X motif as the concomitant presence of at least 4 ARN triplets within a sequence window of 20 nucleotides, also allowing maximally 2 non-adjacent non-functional triplets and separated single gaps. This pattern is consistent with previous findings that stable RNA binding at Hfq's distal site involves at least four ARN triplets 30, 35 . All 67 sRNAs were screened with this search pattern independently of whether they are known to interact with Hfq, and the results are summarized in Table 2 . From the 67 sRNAs, we have identified matches to the (ARN) X motifs in 25 instances.
The matching sRNAs include many known Hfq interactors and several previously documented examples of (ARN) X motif-containing sRNAs, such as OxyS 42 and MicM (also known as ChiX) 40 , as well as several additional instances, where the role of (ARN) X motifs has not yet been implicated. In some sRNAs, we found multiple (two or four) non-adjacent (ARN) X motifs. Interestingly, most identified (ARN) X motifs contained at least 5 ARN triplets, even though our pattern searches required only 4 triplets. Analysing sequence conservation within the ARN triplets, also revealed a preference for A in the R position (Figs 4 and S6-S9, and data not shown), consistent with previous structural 35 and tryptophan fluorescence quenching data 26 . Of note, we did not find (ARN) X motifs in 42 out of the 67 sRNAs tested, which include several well-studied sRNAs (e.g. RybB, DsrA, and RydC) 27, 30, 55 that were shown to bind to the proximal and rim sites of Hfq and anneal with mRNAs bound to the distal site of the same Hfq hexamer 21 . The presence of conserved (ARN) X motifs in a distinct subset of sRNAs suggests that these sequence elements may have specific roles in the function of these sRNAs and would merit further investigation.
Several (ARN) x motif-containing sRNAs share common structural features. To further explore the role of (ARN) X motifs in the above identified set of (ARN) X motif-containing sRNAs, we analysed their secondary structure and the arrangement of known functional modules (e.g. mRNA complementary seed regions) within their sequences. From the 25 sRNAs with predicted (ARN) X motifs, we selected 17 that -for simplicity -contain one single (ARN) X motif ( Table 2) . With these, we performed secondary structure predictions using three independent thermodynamic folding simulations and mapped the position of the (ARN) X motif relative to secondary structure elements. This showed that the (ARN) X motifs are often flanked by predicted secondary structure elements such as stem loops on one side or both.
Interestingly, we also found that four of the analysed sRNAs (MicM, MgrR, RyjA and OhsC) closely resemble OxyS in their overall structure ( Fig. 4 ). They all feature two stem loops tightly embracing the (ARN) X motif in a spatial arrangement that is so conserved that the different sRNA folds can be directly superimposed. To analyse these five examples (including OxyS) further, we prepared multiple sequence alignments for the sRNAs from related bacteria, which revealed high conservation of the (ARN) X motifs, further supporting their functional importance (Figs 4 and S6-S9). In three out of the five sRNAs, the (ARN) X motif also overlapped with experimentally determined Hfq binding sites (J. Vogel, personal communication) 23, 42 . Next, we mapped functionally relevant sequence regions on these five selected sRNAs. We found that the (ARN) X motif is positioned 20-40 nts away from the 3′ poly(U) tail in all cases (Table S2) . This distance appears sufficient to reach between the distal and proximal faces of Hfq, likely allowing the (ARN) X motif and the U-rich tail to bind simultaneously to Hfq. Using complementary search algorithms, we also identified the regions in the five selected sRNAs that are complementary to their well-known target mRNAs (Table S3 ). We searched with nine mRNAs: fhlA, rpoS, shoB, ybfM, dpiB, eptB, rsxE, tig, and nuoG and mapped the complementary regions onto the sRNA structure. For eight out of the nine sRNA-mRNA pairs (with the exception of the OxyS-rpoS pair), complementary regions localized to stem loops flanking the two sides of the (ARN) X motif (Figs 4 and S6-S9) .
Taken together, these analyses reveal that unrelated (ARN) X motif-containing sRNAs share a common functional architecture, with a conserved localization of (ARN) X motifs and seed regions within an overall similar structural arrangement. mRNA targets of (ARN) X motif-containing sRNAs display common architectural features. fhlA was previously shown to have a modular architecture, where several short seed regions flank a bipartite (ARN) X motif involved in Hfq binding 65, 66 . Based on our observation that several (ARN) X motif-containing sRNAs share a common architecture, we wondered if the mRNA targets of these RNAs also share a similar architecture. To check this, we visually located (ARN) X motif containing regions in the respective target mRNAs (Table S4 ) and mapped these against sRNA complementary regions (Table S3 ), the ribosome-binding site (RBS), the start codon, and secondary structure elements. The resulting general pattern appears to be more complicated than for (ARN) X motif-containing sRNAs, but a common topology of functional elements can still be observed in eight out of the nine analysed mRNAs (again excluding rpoS). In contrast to the one complete (ARN) X motif in (ARN) X motif-containing sRNAs, generally two shorter (ARN) X regions were found in the 5′ UTRs of the target mRNAs (Table S4 and Figure S10 ). As observed before, one (ARN) X region was typically found close to the start codon and the RBS, while the other is located further upstream (−50 to −140) 23, 37 . In several cases (fhlA, eptB, and ybfM), the predicted (ARN) X regions also overlapped with experimentally identified Hfq-binding sites 23, 65 . The spacing between the two (ARN) X regions was ~60 nts in all cases and often contained stem loops or other folded elements, suggesting that these regions may constitute two parts of a bipartite (ARN) X motif, which could come together in space upon folding of the mRNA (data not shown) 65 . In addition, common features extended to sRNA complementary regions: multiple short seed regions were found in the proximity of (ARN) X motifs, either upstream of the first (ARN) X region, between the two (ARN) X regions, or downstream of the second (ARN) X region at the beginning of the coding sequence ( Figure S10 ). In some cases, seed regions were found overlapping with (ARN) X regions (also observed by Tree et al. 37 ). Of note, rpoS was a clear outlier in our analysis: it contains a long complementary region with OxyS, an (ARN) X region far upstream in the 5′UTR, and a quite different secondary structure (data not shown). However, we observed marked structural similarities in the other mRNA targets of our selected (ARN) X motif-containing sRNAs ( Figure S10 ).
Discussion
An increasing body of evidence indicates the functional importance of (ARN) X sequence motifs in Hfq-dependent riboregulation in bacteria in vivo. These motifs are widespread in Hfq-regulated RNAs in general; they are Table 2 . (ARN) X motifs found in E. coli sRNAs. a One (ARN) X motif contains at least 4 ARN triplets within a sequence window of 20 nucleotides. b The coordinates of (ARN) X motifs are shown in brackets. Note that overlapping regions of ARN pattern matches were merged together into one single (ARN) X motif. particularly abundant in the 5′UTRs of mRNAs and are also present in several sRNAs 21, 34, 37, 40, 42 . Previous research has shown that (ARN) X motifs provide essential Hfq binding sites and interact with Hfq's distal site 31, 42, 65, 67, 68, 70, 71 . Hfq binding involves up to six ARN triplets and occurs on a circular fashion 36 , as seen in the crystal structures ( Fig. 1 and Link et al. 35 ). Interestingly, every third base at the N-site is excluded from Hfq binding and points towards the solvent. In this study, we present a crystal structure of an E. coli Hfq-A 18 RNA complex, which reveals an additional structural feature of (ARN) X motifs. It shows that, when bound to Hfq, these motifs can create base-stacking interactions between two RNA molecules ( Fig. 1) . Surprisingly, the observed interaction is mediated by the flipped-out N-site bases, proposing a functional role for these so far enigmatic residues and their unusual positioning on Hfq's surface. Compared to previously reported Hfq-poly(A) RNA structures, the orientations of the N-site bases are practically unchanged, suggesting that stacking interactions can be formed without requiring any significant conformational changes after Hfq binding. Remarkably, rotation of the flipped-out base is restricted by the proximity of the protein surface to only a few tens of degrees, suggesting that Hfq actively prepares the observed RNA configuration.
Using abasic RNA probes that specifically lack the N-site bases, we provide several lines of biophysical evidence that support the occurrence of the structurally observed supramolecular interaction in solution and confirm its dependence on the N-site bases. Although in EMSA, ITC and FA experiments the exact composition of the higher order complexes could not be directly determined and the formation of e.g. 2:1 Hfq 6 :RNA complexes that have been observed previously by others 38, 43 could not be excluded, our AUC experiments strongly suggest a 2:2 complex. 2:1 Hfq 6 :RNA complexes are also thought to have low abundance and little relevance at physiological Hfq-RNA ratios 30, 39, 43, 72 . Furthermore, we show that the assemblies strongly depend on the presence of flipped-out N-site bases in the RNA and their stability scales with the base stacking affinity of these bases. This agrees well with the base-stacking mediated 2:2 assembly in our crystal structure, but is difficult to recapitulate with 2:1 Hfq 6 :RNA complexes as absence of the N-site bases would not be expected to influence tandem binding of two Hfq hexamers on one RNA (binding affinity is not affected; Figures S3 and S4 ). Finally, our results with the Hfq-fhlA-OxyS complex can only be explained with a 2:2 Hfq 6 :RNA assembly (i.e. 2 Hfq 6 : 1 fhlA: 1 OxyS), as neither of the two RNAs formed higher order complexes when binding to Hfq individually.
Our bioinformatical analysis of a large set of E. coli sRNAs revealed that (ARN) X motifs are present in many sRNAs, where they are highly conserved and in some cases co-occur with a specific arrangement of characteristic sequence and secondary structure elements. These observations indicate that (ARN) X motifs can play a role not only in mRNAs, but also in some (ARN) X motif-containing sRNAs. Based on our structural data, we hypothesise that (ARN) X motif-containing sRNAs may bind to Hfq's distal site and interact with mRNAs that are bound to a separate Hfq hexamer using interlocking base stacking of the flipped-out N-site bases as seen in our crystal structure (Figs 1 and 5 ). Such interaction between preformed Hfq-RNA complexes may enable association between diverse RNA molecules, allowing them to quickly probe their complementarity; and, in case of a positive match, trigger further annealing of upstream and downstream segments of the affected (ARN) X motif-containing sRNA-mRNA ( Fig. 5 ). If true, this mechanism can provide a platform for rapid partner search on a 'speed-dating' fashion.
Of note, the interaction observed in our crystal structure is well suited to initiate RNA-RNA interactions transiently as (i) it occurs between appropriately pre-organized protein-RNA assemblies, (ii) it has low sequence specificity and can bring together a variety of RNAs, (iii) it positions the two RNA molecules in antiparallel orientation, as required for proper pairing 62 , (iv) it has only micro-molar affinity enabling a rapid turnover 73 , (v) it requires additional sequence-specific interactions to create a stable pair for a proper gene regulatory response. This putative mechanism may act in concert with other known annealing pathways, supporting or specifying the function of specific (ARN) X motif containing sRNA. Due to its specific physicochemical properties, ARN base stacking can be particularly beneficial for sRNAs that act on multiple target mRNAs, with most of which they share only little sequence complementarity. Here, base stacking can enable interaction with many potential target RNAs and allow them to find even short complementary matches. In addition, the (ARN) X interactions can also help increase the affinity of these multifaceted sRNAs towards one or another of their targets and thus contribute to their specificity. Consistent with this idea, we find several multi-target sRNA in our list of (ARN) X motif-containing sRNAs ( Table 2) .
One example of a (ARN) X motif-containing sRNA-mRNA pair is the central oxidative stress response regulator OxyS and its prominent target fhlA. Various studies on OxyS-fhlA suggested a so-called 'kissing loop' annealing model, where short seed regions in stem loops flanking the Hfq binding sites interact with complementary segments in the partner RNA 65, 66 . Now, our structural and biochemical results indicate that Hfq-bound OxyS and fhlA can interact via their (ARN) X motifs, perhaps initiating and/or facilitating the full RNA pairing. These results are consistent with previous studies showing that both OxyS and fhlA interact with the distal site of Hfq 21, 42, 65 and can help elaborate their non-canonical mechanism of pairing.
Interestingly, our bioinformatics analysis also revealed that several other (ARN) X -containing sRNA-mRNA pairs contain similar architectural features including stem loops and seed sequences flanking the (ARN) X motifs. It will be interesting to test if these pairs can also associate via their (ARN) X motifs and follow annealing mechanisms that are similar to the OxyS-fhlA pair.
Our results are consistent with the work of others showing that (ARN) X motifs contribute to Hfq binding and riboregulation in several sRNAs (e.g. OxyS, MgrR, and MicM/ChiX) 21, 42, 68, 74, 75 , whereas these motifs are absent and counterproductive to function if introduced in others (e.g. RyhB, DsrA, RydC, etc.) 21, 27 . In fact, a recent study by Schu et al. 21 showed that the stability and function of a number of sRNAs is compromised in Hfq distal face mutants and suggested that (ARN) X motifs define the stability, target choice and functional role of a specific class of sRNAs (defined as Class II). In agreement with these studies, we find (ARN) X motif matches in prominent Class II sRNAs (such as MicM and MgrR). Furthermore, Schu et al. also proposed that Class II sRNAs interact with mRNA targets bound to the rim of Hfq, in contrast to sRNAs without (ARN) X motifs (Class I) that bind to the proximal and rim sites and anneal with mRNA targets bound to Hfq's distal site. As the rim site of Hfq is smaller and weaker than the other binding sites and many Class II mRNA targets also have (ARN) X motifs 21 , the ARN-ARN interactions observed here may help initiate or stabilize sRNA-mRNA contacts, thereby contributing to Class II sRNA function. In addition, several sRNAs, including OxyS, showed intermediate behaviours in the studies of Schu et al. 21 , suggesting that the mechanistic diversity of sRNA-mRNA pairing may be even greater. Our ARN pattern search protocol can help identify (ARN) X motifs in bacterial RNAs more broadly, thus helping to classify sRNAs and derive testable hypotheses for their functional and mechanistic features. In accord, our ARN-containing RNA set also contains sRNAs that have not yet been implicated to interact with Hfq, and it will be interesting to test if these RNAs may rely on Hfq under specific cellular conditions.
We speculate that the proposed RNA interaction model may be relevant in different Gram -negative bacteria, as the binding mode of poly(A) RNA is shared and our bioinformatics analysis revealed conservation of (ARN) X motifs in these species. Hfq proteins in Gram -positive bacteria bind RNA differently at their distal site, relying on a bipartite RNA-binding motif with no flipped-out bases; thus, our model is probably not applicable to these species. However, to investigate the exact impact of Hfq-mediated ARN base stacking in vivo and its species-specific features, further studies will be required.
One of our most surprising results is that Hfq can use base stacking to mediate RNA-RNA interactions. Base stacking is prominent in DNA, where it provides a major force stabilizing the structure of the double helix. In RNA, it was observed in structured tRNAs, rRNAs, ribozymes and in the ribosome [76] [77] [78] and has accessory roles in organizing the tertiary fold. Now, we show that base stacking is not a sole property of complex folded RNAs, but it can also occur between two separate single-stranded RNAs if supported by the RNA-chaperone protein Hfq.
The putative role of N-site base stacking in sRNA-mRNA interactions naturally raises the question if the identity of these bases matters for sRNA-mRNA pairing. In other words, are all bases and base combinations at the N-site able to interact equally well or does the identity of these bases convey a hidden code? If such a hidden code exists, this could contribute to specificity of sRNA-mRNA pairing and help ensure the selectivity of gene regulation. Our observations that poly(A) and ' AAG' containing RNAs interact more strongly than ' AAC' or ' AAU' sequences support this hidden code idea. Such preference for the pyrimidine bases can be explained by their advantageous base stacking and hydrogen bonding properties that help keep the RNA-mediated dimeric complex together. Consistently, we find that neither Hfq-OxyS nor Hfq-fhlA complexes can self-pair, only their ternary complex forms base stacked Hfq 6 :RNA dimers. However, elucidating the exact role of base stacking in sRNA-mRNA pairing and the principles of their specificity will require substantial further analysis.
Materials and Methods
RNA oligonucleotides. All RNA oligonucleotides were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT; Leuven -Belgium). A 30 and A 20 contain 30 and 20 consecutive adenine nucleotides, respectively. The ' AA0' RNA had the following sequence: (AA0) 6 AA, where 0 denotes an abasic nucleotide. Similarly, ' AAC' , ' AAU' and ' AAG' sequences were (AAC) 6 AA, (AAU) 6 AA and (AAG) 6 AA, respectively. The oligonucleotide representing the ARN motifs of OxyS was derived from Gottesman et al. 64 and comprises nucleotides 57 to 86 of full length OxyS, giving rise to the sequence: 5′-UCAACUCGAAUAACUAAAGCCAACGUGAAC-3′. In Oxy0, presumed N-site Hfq (grey) binding to (ARN) X motifs (blue) in both sRNAs (orange) and mRNAs (dark red) exposes the N-site bases, enabling base stacking between the two RNAs. This (ARN) X -mediated interaction can help to initiate first contact between the two RNA molecules, thereby promoting interaction between complementary regions (green boxes) for sRNA-mRNA annealing. Head-to-head arrangement of the Hfq rings guarantees an antiparallel arrangement of the two interacting RNA molecules.
bases were exchanged for abasic nucleotides, denoted by 0: 5′-UCAA0UC0AA0AA0UAA0GCCAA0GU0AA-3′. The fhlA ARN segment oligonucleotide was constructed based on Salim et al. 65 and comprises the two (ARN) X regions (nucleotides −78 to −65 and −14 to +5) directly fused to each other, giving rise to the sequence: 5′-CUAAUAAAAUUCUACCUAGAAGAACAAAAUGUC-3′. Residues −64 to −13 were replaced by a CC-dinucleotide, G at position −11 was replaced for A. For analytical ultracentrifugation, OxyS, Oxy0 and fhlA were synthesized with Cy5-and Cy3 fluorescence labels at their 3′-end, respectively. A modified A 20 RNA, with an ATTO488-dye at the 3′-end was used for fluorescence anisotropy measurements.
Protein production and crystallization. DNA Data collection and structure determination. Crystals were cryo-protected with 12% 2,3-butanediol in the well solution and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen. X-ray data collection was performed at 100 K; diffraction images were collected at BM30A (ESRF, Grenoble). Diffraction data was processed to 2.5 Å resolution with XDS 79 . Even though the signal to noise ratio was still quite high at this resolution, the data was cut due to low completeness in the high resolution range ( Table 1 ). The latter was probably caused by suboptimal placement of the X-ray detector during data collection, precluding collection of all diffraction data to the highest possible resolution. The structure was solved by molecular replacement in PHASER using the unliganded E. coli Hfq structure as a search model (PDB-ID:1HK9) 80, 81 . The crystals belonged to space group R32 and the asymmetric unit contained two Hfq72 subunits bound to two adenine oligonucleotides, with crystallographic symmetry generating the biologically relevant homo-hexamers and the complete A 18 chain. Model building in COOT 82 was alternated with refinement in PHENIX 83 until the R-values converged ( Table 1 ). The structure was validated with MOLPROBITY 84 . Structure factors and coordinates have been deposited with the Protein Data Bank under accession number 5NEW. Molecular images were generated in PyMOL 85 .
Size exclusion chromatography (SEC).
Hfq72-RNA complexes were prepared at 10 µM concentration in AUC-buffer (0.25 M NaCl, 0.02 M Hepes/NaOH pH 8.0, 0.005 M MgCl 2 , 2% Glycerol) and run at 0.05 ml/min on a Superdex S200 10/300 (GE Healthcare) pre-equilibrated in AUC buffer. UV-absorbance data were collected at 280 nm and 254 nm respectively.
Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC).
Hfq72-RNA and Hfq102-RNA complexes were prepared in AUC-buffer (0.25 M NaCl, 0.02 M Hepes pH 8.0, 0.005 M MgCl 2 , 2% Glycerol) at a concentration of 33 µM. Sedimentation velocity experiments were performed at 20 °C in a Beckman OptimaXL-A centrifuge fitted with a four-hole AN-60 rotor and double-sector Epon centerpieces at 45 000 rpm. To unambiguously assign the composition of the complexes, absorbance data were collected at 280 nm for RNA-free Hfq, at 254 nm for samples containing unlabelled RNA or at 548 nm or 650 nm for fluorescent oligos. Data were analysed by the c(s) method using the Sedfit software package 86 . The observed s-values were compared with theoretical sedimentation coefficients calculated from our Hfq72-A 20 crystal structure using HYDROPRO 5a 87, 88 . The viscosity (1.087 mPa·s) and the density (1.015 g/ml) of the AUC-buffer were calculated using the program SEDNTERP V1.09 (J.Philo, D. Hayes, T. Laue). The partial specific volumes were 0.530 ml/g for the RNA, 0.747 ml/g for the protein and 0.721 ml/g for the complex.
Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA). Previous EMSA experiments indicated that full length
Hfq102 migrates more effectively into native polyacrylamide gels than the truncated Hfq72 variant (see e.g. Updegrove et al. 39 ). It was also previously shown that mutation of two arginine residues, R16 and R17 to alanine in E. coli Hfq reduces non-specific protein aggregation. Therefore, to ensure that potential higher order assemblies do not result from protein aggregation in electrophoretic mobility shift assays, we used a Hfq102 R16A,R17A mutant 30, 61, 62 . These mutations at the Hfq's rim site do not affect binding of A-rich RNA 21 . Hfq102 R16A,R17A was expressed and purified as described above. ssRNA substrates were 5′- 32 Complexes were separated via polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis using native 4-20% gradient gels in 1xTBE running buffer and results were imaged on a Typhoon FLA 9500 phosphoimager.
Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC).
ITC experiments were carried out with an ITC 200 microcalorimeter (GE-Healthcare; Microcal) at 25 °C in AUC buffer (0.25 M NaCl, 0.02 M Hepes/NaOH pH 8.0, 0.005 M MgCl 2 , 2% Glycerol) after intensive dialysis of both Hfq72 and RNA overnight. The RNA was loaded in the sample cell at a concentration of 10 µM and was titrated with 150 µM protein solution from the injection syringe. The heat of dilution was measured in control titrations with buffer and subtracted from the binding data. Data were analysed using the Origin 7.0 (Microcal) software. After testing several binding models, the Hfq72-' AA0' binding data was best fit by a 'one-set-of-binding-sites' model, while the Hfq72-A 20 ITC data corresponded best to a 'two-set-of-binding-sites' model.
Fluorescence anisotropy measurements.
For fluorescence anisotropy, Hfq72 was dialyzed against AUC buffer. Starting from a concentration of 195 µM, Hfq72 was serially diluted by a factor of 0.66 in AUC buffer supplemented with BSA at a final concentration of 1 g/l. The resulting solutions were mixed with 3′-ATTO488-labelled A 20 (2 nM) in a final volume of 150 µl. Samples were prepared in triplicates in 96 -well plates. Anisotropy measurements were conducted in an Infinite M1000 plate reader (TECAN) at 25 °C. Excitation wavelength was 470 nm and the emitted light was recorded at 530 nm. Data were processed and fit according to a 'two-set-of sites'-model in the GraphPad Prism software package.
Creation of permuted ARN pattern sets for sRNA sequence analysis. Since the rules defining an (ARN) X motif were unknown, in order to survey the occurrence of (ARN) X motifs in sRNAs comprehensively we designed and implemented a custom algorithm that created distinct sets of ARN patterns with several different pattern definitions.
Our pattern definitions varied primarily in their degrees of ambiguity. The starting point was a conservative ARN pattern definition containing six consecutive ARN triplets directly following each other. Then, several properties of the pattern were defined in a more permissive manner, in a way that was consistent with known examples of ARN motif sequences. First, one or two non-functional (non-ARN) triplets were allowed within the pattern. Second, one or two single nucleotide gaps were introduced next to ARN triplets. Third, single gaps were allowed anywhere in the pattern. Forth, combinations of the above-described different ambiguity properties were also allowed.
Using these pattern definitions, we then algorithmically created comprehensive pattern sets by permuting the combinations and positions of non-ARN elements (triplets or gaps) within the patterns. The resulting ensemble of pattern sets allowed us to cover the entire possible diversity that may occur in a potential (ARN) X motif and was used for pattern matching in sRNA sequences to produce distinct sets of results for each pattern definition.
ARN pattern search and bioinformatic analysis. E. coli sRNA sequences were extracted from the Storz lab resource 69 and homologous sRNA sequences in other bacteria were identified using BLASTN in NCBI and KEGG [89] [90] [91] . We did not attempt to sort the sRNA dataset into positive and negative interactors, as negatives under one condition may interact under different cell or experimental conditions, as was recently seen with McaS 21, 92 . Sequences were aligned with Clustal W 2.0 93 and displayed in Jalview 94 . E. coli mRNA sequence data was retrieved from Genolist 95 and analysed within a sequence window containing the 5′ UTR and the first 80 nts (+1-+80) of the coding sequence. In cases where 5′ UTR annotation was not available (e.g. for downstream genes in multigene operons), position −80 was used as a default starting point. These coordinate ranges were chosen to include all known functional regions of well-annotated mRNAs (such as fhlA) and exceed them by a safety margin.
Bioinformatic analysis was conducted in several steps using custom designed Perl algorithms and the overall pipeline is illustrated in Figure S5 . For sRNAs, ARN pattern searches were performed in iterative fashion. To generate the initial patterns, we analysed experimentally validated (ARN) X regions as well as the requirements of strong Hfq binding at this region, and algorithmically generated a number of ARN pattern definitions containing different numbers of ARN triplets in combination with non-ARN triplets and distinct single gaps. With these, we performed pattern matching in sRNAs to get an overview of the distribution of different kinds of ARN motifs in these sequences. This survey identified commonly observed patterns, which were then further refined iteratively by analysing similarities in the identified candidate (ARN) X regions, conservation of their sequence, and their structural features. The resulting refined ARN pattern was then used to annotate (ARN) X motifs in 67 sRNAs. Overlapping matches were merged into a single (ARN) X region ( Table 2) . Secondary structure predictions were performed using KineFold, Mfold, and RNAfold [96] [97] [98] , where (ARN) X motifs were protected from base-pairing. Plots were generated with Mfold and colour-coding was added manually. For identifying complementary regions between sRNAs and their target mRNAs, we defined the seed region in our search algorithm to minimally contain either seven consecutive base pairs or six consecutive base pairs flanked by a single gap followed by two base pairs.
